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In this Isuue

The Arab Society for Intellectual
Property (ASIP)

The Arab Society for Intellectual Property 
(ASIP) headed by Dr. Talal Abu-
Ghazaleh is a non-profit organization 
that was established on February 23, 
1987 in Munich Germany, by some of 
the top practitioners in the many fields 
of intellectual property (IP) in the Arab 
region. Its mission is to bring together the 
IP professionals and practitioners in the 
Arab region and to help build awareness and 
understanding of intellectual property issues 
and their dynamics.
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ALBACETE, Spain- The Arab Intellectual Proper ty Mediat ion and Arbit rat ion 
Society (AIPMAS), chai red by HE Dr. Talal  Abu-Ghazaleh, took par t  in a 
consor t ium management meet ing at  Universidad De Cast i l la -  La Mancha 
(UCLM) under the BITTCOIN-JO project.

The Society’s par t icipat ion comes as a par t  of its  role in the implementat ion 
of the BITTCOIN-JO project ,  funded by Erasmus+ Program and suppor ted 
by the European Union.

The BITTCOIN-JO project aims at establishing Technology Transfer Off ices 
(TTOs) at higher education inst itut ions in Jordan, and is implemented by 
Yarmouk University in collaboration with 12 academic and industrial par tners 
from Jordan and Europe. The Off ices aim to support university students and 
academic staff to transform their creative ideas and the results of their scientif ic 
research into marketable knowledge and usable products, by creating star tups, 
patent registration, and protecting their Intellectual Proper ty Rights (IPRs).

www.aspip.org

AIPMAS Participates in a Consortium Meeting of BITTCOIN-
JO Project in Spain
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The two-day consor tium management meeting discussed the progress of the 
project that was initiated in February 2019; as well as the quality report provided 
by the par tners, in addition to the proposed Jordanian model of the Technology 
Transfer Off ices. 

Ms. Majd Khaddash, AIPMAS Manager, expressed her pride in the par ticipation 
of AIPMAS in the project,  adding that she is in charge of managing and 
implementing training and capacity building for Jordanian par tners to raise the 
level of knowledge on issues related to intellectual proper ty.

Khaddash stated that AIPMAS held two t raining courses on “Suppor t ing 
Innovation in Intellectual Proper ty” and “The Patent Program from Application 
to Registration”, with the aim to introduce registration and f iling mechanisms 
and various aspects related to intellectual property for students and teachers, the 
procedures for registering trademarks and patents, the bodies responsible for the 
protection of intellectual proper ty in Jordan, and the international agreements 
and organizations concerned with the protection of IPRs.

For more information on the project:

www.bittcoin-jo.org 

http://www.aspip.org/news.aspx?id=%201600
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AIPMAS Participates in Training Workshop at Universidad De 
Castilla - La Mancha (UCLM) in Spain
ALBACETE, Spain - The Arab Intellectual Property Mediation and Arbitration Society (AIPMAS), 
chaired by HE Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, participated in a two-day training workshop at Spain’s 
Universidad De Castilla - La Mancha (UCLM) under the BITTCOIN-JO project.

The Society’s participation comes as a part of its role in the implementation of the BITTCOIN-
JO project; funded by Erasmus+ Program and supported by the European Union. With the aim 
to establish Technology Transfer Offices (TTOs) at higher education institutions in Jordan, the 
BITTCOIN-JO project is implemented by the Yarmouk University in collaboration with twelve 
academic and industrial partners from Jordan and Europe.

Accordingly, the workshop strived for delivering the needed knowledge to the Jordanian partners; 
to assist them in the establishment of TTOs at their institutions; as well as, form a network 
between European and Jordanian partners that would transfer research knowledge and foster 
entrepreneurship. During the two-day workshop various training sessions were provided on the 
creation of spin offs, external practices in companies, measures for the protection of Intellectual 
Property, Enterprise Europe Network and aspects related to innovation, in addition to others.

Majd Khaddash, AIPMAS Manager, said, “Our partnership in the BITTCOIN-JO project 
conforms to the mission of the Society and its trends for investment in human capabilities to 
create qualified Arab experts in the field of licensing and technology transfer. 

Khaddash added that AIPMAS works tirelessly in supporting economic development in the Arab 
world by encouraging, facilitating and enforcing intellectual property licensing, and investment 
in research and development, which is consistent with the project’s goals in supporting university 
students and academic staff to convert their creative ideas and scientific research results into 
knowledge products that can be marketed and used. Moreover, the workshop included multiple 
visits to startups, companies and institutions in the region such as Arentio Teknowation and the 
Spin-Offs of UCLM: Venadogen and Print3D Solutions.

For more information on the project:

www.bittcoin-jo.org

http://www.aspip.org/news.aspx?id=%201603
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CAIRO - In cooperation with 
the Ministry of Culture and the 
World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO), Egypt 
hosted the Fifth Regional 
Meeting for the Heads of 
Copyright Offices.

The event aimed at playing a 
leading role in establishing 
a balanced and effective 
international system for the 
preservation of intellectual 
property rights.

Dr. Enas Abdel Dayem, 
Minister of Culture, said 
t ha t  hos t i ng  t he  f i f t h 
regional meeting for the 

heads of copyright offices 
is an affirmation of Egypt’s 
leading role and it comes from 
its civilized status regionally 
and internationally.

Abdel Dayem pointed out 
that the preservat ion of 
intellectual property rights, 
i nclud i ng:  i n novat ions , 
scientific inventions, literary 
and artistic works, designs 
and other f ields, is one of 
the most impor tant ways 
to encourage creativity in 
various forms.

The meeting tackled several 
topics including: the latest 

technologies and the current 
situation from a national 
perspective, the potential of 
cultural and creative industries 
in the Arab world, challenges and 
opportunities, key elements of 
success in the musical industry, 
key elements of success in the 
audiovisual industries, key 
elements of success in the field 
of printing and publishing, as 
well as discussing an active plan 
to improve copyright systems in 
the Arab countries,

It also included other WIPO 
members f rom Hungary, 
France, Lebanon, Jordan and 
a number of international 
organizations working in this 
area such as the League of 
Arab States, the International 
P ubl isher s  Associat ion , 
and the World Federation 
of  Reproduct ion R ights 
Organizations.

ht t p://w w w.aspip.org /ne ws.
a spx?id=%201606

ASIP Attends 5th Regional Meeting for Heads of 
Copyright Offices
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AMMAN - HE Dr. Talal Abu-
Ghazaleh, founder and chairman 
of Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Global 
(TAG.Global), chaired the 
annual extraordinary meetings 
of the Board of Directors and 
the General Assembly of the 
Arab Intellectual Property 
Mediation and Arbitration 
Society (AIPMAS) and the 
Licensing Executives Society-
Arab Countries (LES-AC).

During the meeting, Dr. Abu-
Ghazaleh welcomed the Board 
members who represent a host 
of institutions in the Arab 
countries underlining the need 
to achieve the objectives of the 
two Societies.  

He called on AIPMAS and LES-
AC to expand their activities 
by offering additional training 
courses to institutions in the 
Arab region referring to the 
possibility of contracting 

with educational and training 
institutes to hold workshops at 
schools and universities to raise 
awareness on the importance of 
protecting Intellectual Property 
Rights in view of the growth 
in the  number of inventions 
and innovations in the Age of 
Knowledge.  

Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh also called 
for conducting various training 
courses on the mechanisms 
of transforming innovation 
into marketable products 
(C om me rc ia l i z a t ion  of 
Inventions) and the IPRs in the 
era of knowledge and Industrial 
Revolution. 

For her part, Ms. Majd Khaddash, 
ASIP and LES-AC manager, 
briefed the attendees on the 
activities conducted by the two 
Societies during the ending year 
most importantly workshops 
on “Famous Trademarks”, 

“Technology Transfer in Jordan” 
and “Supporting Innovation in 
IP and Patents”

Furthermore, Khaddash listed 
some of the training courses 
conducted by ASIP and LES-
AC mainly the E-Crimes 
Training Course, Substantive 
Examination of Trademarks, 
a specialized course on 
trademarks that was held for 
cadres of the Iraqi Ministry of 
Industry and Minerals, pointing 
out that the Societies will hold a 
course on the protection of IPRs 
and trademarks for the staff of 
Hayel Saeed Anam Group of 
Companies - Yemen. 

It is noteworthy to mention 
that the number of AIPMAS 
members is 297, according to 
the 2019 annual report of the 
Society, 27 out of them are new 
members.

Additionally, the meeting 
included the adoption of the 
previous agenda and the reading 
of the auditors’ report (Al Faysal 
for Auditing) by the auditor 
for the fiscal year ended on 
31/12/2018 which resulted in the 
re-assignment of that auditor 
for the next year for the two 
Societies.

ht t p://w w w.aspip.org /ne ws.
a spx?id=%201604

Abu-Ghazaleh Chairs the Annual Meetings of AIPMAS 
and LES-AC
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The DIGITAL Citizen Tablet
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PRICES

Octa Core 1.6 GHz CPU               10.1" Screen 1200 x 1920
4 GB RAM, 64 GB Storage           Android 9.0 (Pie)
5 MP Front Camera and 13 MP  Rear Camera.  
Dual SIM Cards, GPS & Bluetooth.
Wi-Fi: IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac
2G/3G/4G Connectivity. 
Battery Capacity: 6000 mAh.

Intel Core i7 CPU 8550U (8M Cache, up to 4.00 GHz)
8 GB DDR4 RAM.      Intel® HD Graphics Card.
Storage: 1 TB SATA HDD  |  128 GB Slot SSD.
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, HDMI (4K) Output, 2 IN 1 SD/MMC.
15.6 Inch Full HD Screen
4 USB Ports: 2 USB3.0 , 2 USB2.0
Chocolate Backlit Arabic\English Keyboard
Built in Camera 

Intel Core i7 6500U (4M Cache, up to 3.10 GHz)
8 GB DDR3 RAM      Intel® HD Graphics Card
Additional NVIDIA GT940 MX 2GB Graphics Card
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Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, HDMI (4K) Output, 2 IN 1 SD/MMC.
15.6 Inch Full HD Screen
4 USB Ports: 2 USB3.0 , 2 USB2.0
Chocolate Backlit Arabic\English Keyboard
Built in Camera 

Free
Leather Cover with USB Keyboard.
HQ Bluetooth Earphones and Screen Protector. 1 Year Warranty

Carrying Case. 1 Year Warranty

Carrying Case. 1 Year Warranty

Free

Free
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